2012 AB Slotsport Static, Magnetic Balancer.
The 2012 balancer is the Best Magnetic balancer yet! Tough anodised aluminium and Nylon
construction with 1mm thick hardened, quartz glass magnet shields and 5mm diameter x 20mm
Neodymium magnets, this is an tool indispensable for a all competitive Slot Car racers!
With increased roll height it is possible to balance tyres
up to 28mm diameter, gears and even static balance
home wound armatures with shaft lengths between 21&
50mm by just grinding a fine point on the shaft ends.
Balancing Gears ;- use a dremel and fine grinding tip
to remove small amounts of material from the heaviest
area of the gear web.
Balancing wheel / Tyre;- use small pieces of self
adhesive body tape inside the hub a the lightest point.
Balancing armatures ;- use a small drill (approx 2mm)
to drill indents in to the Centre of the heaviest stack
web only.
Remember, the heaviest part will always end up at the
bottom. Ensure at least a minimal clearance between
shaft points and glass magnet shields to avoid damage
and binding of the shaft.
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